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ZONAL FAMILY UNITE AT SCOTHOT
Edinburgh based Zonal Retail Data Systems will be bringing its family of
businesses together for the first time at this year’s ScotHot 2017, showcasing
its complete product suite of technology solutions that deliver a fully
integrated service to any hospitality provider.
Established 37 years ago, Scottish technology founder Zonal has grown to become
the UK’s leading provider of EPoS and integrated business modules specifically
designed for the hospitality sector.
Joining the team on its stand 4250 will also be online booking specialist, liveRES,
and hotel management software provider, High Level Software [HLS].
Zonal chief executive Stuart McLean said: “We are delighted to be showcasing our
innovative technology solutions at this year’s ScotHot. Proud of our Scottish roots, it
seemed natural to have our first extended Zonal family outing at this respected
show.”
Taking centre stage will be Zonal’s iconic Aztec EPoS that is now installed in over
9,000 hospitality businesses in Scotland and the UK.
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Aztec is a collection of business tools that provides operators, from single site to
large chains, maximum efficiency, valuable savings and tighter control, all designed
to fit the demanding and diverse requirements of the hospitality industry.
Joining Zonal is liveRES, which is fast becoming the UK’s leading online booking
and table management specialist. With full integration with Aztec EPoS, liveRES
offers clients both insight and total ownership of their valuable customer data.
And the latest addition to the family is HLS, a total hotel management system that
takes care of everything from its sophisticated property management system and
channel management platform.
“We are really proud of how we’ve grown over the past 37 years from a small family
concern into a leading Scottish business that employs 500 people from our
Edinburgh HQ and across the UK. With liveRES and HLS joining our Zonal family
over the last couple of years, we are confident that we will continue to go from
strength to strength and look forward to welcoming existing and potential customers
to our stand,” added Stuart.
To find out more about Zonal, liveRES and HLS visit stand 4250 where the team will
be on hand to welcome visitors and answer any questions.
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